SARAH WELLS
EXTENDED WRITING CV
sarahes (dot) wells (at) gmail.com | @saraheswells

This CV includes a (non-exhaustive) extended list of my work before April 2019. More recent work can be
found on my website: saraheswells.com

MIT NEWS
From arithmetic to AI (December 2018)
Constructing a Place for Female Architects (February 2019)
Internet evolution and a uniquely American lab (April 2019)

BUSINESS INSIDER
My partner and I come from different cultures — here are the main barriers we face (October
2018)
I used to hate grocery shopping, until I developed a system that helps me shop efficiently and
create delicious meals every week (November 2018)
11 keyboard shortcuts I can’t believe I lived without (November 2018)
I spent years hating running, until I changed my routine — here's how I learned to love it
(December 2018)
Here's why only 4 US states are called 'Commonwealths,' and the significance behind the label
(January 2019)
I didn't delete social media, but this small tweak I made to my social media feeds has had a
huge effect on my happiness (March 2019)
How to resolve a fight, in 60 seconds or less (April 2019)
7 simple things you can do at night to make your morning routine easier (May 2019)

National Solitaire Day is May 22 — we asked experts why the computer game is so addictive
(May 2019)
6 things wealthy people do to protect their money when they get married (June 2019)
How to use the ECG app on your Apple Watch to monitor your heart rate and detect
irregularities (July 2019)
My boyfriend and I make $55,000 in one of the most expensive cities in the US — here's how
we live and what we spend money on (July 2019)
'What is YouTube TV?': Everything you need to know about YouTube's subscription streaming
service (July 2019)
6 of the most valuable vintage tech products available for purchase today (August 2019)
How to add private channels to your Roku player using codes (August 2019)
'Why is my Uber account disabled?': A guide to Uber account deactivation, and how you might
get your account back (September 2019)
People said majoring in English was a waste of time and money — but here are 5 ways I use it
in my everyday life (September 2019)
'What is Google Assistant?': How to use and customize Google's smart assistant on any
compatible device (October 2019)
How to get verified on Instagram, if your account meets these 4 standards for verification
(November 2019)

INSIDER SCIENCE
7 easy ways to reduce your use of plastics (June 2019)
What 'The Land Before Time' got right and wrong, according to experts (August 2019)

TECHCRUNCH
Language learning app Drops adds Native Hawaiian, more than doubles downloads (September
2018)
Why engineers are looking to animals for new technology (August 2018)
Apeel Sciences is combating food waste with plant-derived second peels (August 2018)
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Y Combinator invests in non-invasive breast cancer screening bra EVA (August 2018)
Athena Club offers a cheaper way to prepare for your next period (July 2018)
Teaching computers to plan for the future (June 2018)
Full TechCrunch portfolio can be found here

BU TODAY
COM Filmmakers Take On #MeToo in Graduate Thesis Film (August 2018)
A Scholarly Take on Superheroes (August 2018)
Searching for a Better Battery (September 2018)
BU Alum Transforms City Hall Plaza for HUBweek (October 2018)

BU NEWS SERVICE
A Problem Coffee Cannot Fix; Boston Community Comes Together for ME/CFS (November
2017)
Mad science with a mission: how David Edwards is hanging invention (April 2018)
Blood-doping: how elite should athletes be? (April 2018)
A Moral Dilemma: Can We Trust Self-Driving Cars? (March 2018)

SMITHSONIAN SCIENCE EDUCATION CENTER
Falling in Love Isn’t Easy (June 2016)
The Man Who Knew Infinity (and Even Bigger Numbers) (June 2016)
Nature’s Secret Pollinator (June 2016)
A Seriously Amazing STEM Teacher (July 2016)
The International Space Station Just Got Roomier (September 2016)
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A Glowing Poem by a Young Science Fan (September 2016)
The Science of Rainbows (September 2016)
Newton Meets the Bumper Ducks (October 2016)
The Sweet Sounds of Particles Colliding (October 2016)
The Most Famous Failed Experiment (November 2016)
Why Do Squirrels Bury Nuts? (and other mysteries) (November 2016)
It’s All About the Tilt: Seasons Misconceptions Debunked (December 2016)
The Beauty and Science of Snowflakes (February 2017)
A Closer Look at Fall Foliage (September 2017)
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